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	Coverage_News_Strengths: News stories chosen are all newsworthy. Good variety of clubs, academic and district issues.
	Coverage_News_Weaknesses: Avoid editorializing in news stories, especially with adjectives. Example "astounding," "should be more than enough."Be sure to use first and last name when introducing a person the first time.With AP style, do not use Mr. or Mrs. Also do not use "th" or "nd" etc. for dates.
	Coverage_Features_Strengths: Issues and people chosen are relevant. Consistency of clubs of the month is good for your school and readers, to bring awareness.
	Coverage_Features_Weaknesses: Avoid first person. Try to get multiple interviews, not just the person being featured.For the Clubs of the Month, try to cover specific events so it's not just a summary or overview of the club.
	Coverage_Sports_Strengths: Wide coverage of all school sports, not just "popular" ones.
	Coverage_Sports_Weaknesses: Try to cover some unique sports things in your community around your school.
	Coverage_Special_Strengths: Center spreads look great in each issue. They show a great amount of effort.The Dear Sally and Yay & Nay section are quick reads and consistent from issue to issue, which your readers can look forward to.
	Coverage_Special_Weaknesses: 
	Coverage_Infographics_Strengths: 
	Coverage_Infographics_Weaknesses: Try adding more than just text in your information boxes to make them more appealing and eye-catching to your readers.
	Coverage_OpEd_Strengths: Nice mix of national and worldwide issues mixed in with local and school concerns.
	Coverage_OpEd_Weaknesses: Head to head columns could be a little more serious.
	Score_Coverage: 600
	MarkReason_Coverage: 
	Writing_NonOpinion_Strengths: Good quotes chosen for final sentences. Story of the plaques was a very interesting story choice, as well as the layout of the story made it interesting and easy to read.
	Writing_NonOpinion_Weaknesses: Try to paraphrase some quotes. Sometimes they end up looking like a list.Avoid writing about yourselves or the newspaper, unless it is something newsworthy. This could be published in the yearbook instead.Be sure to use 5w's and H in your lead. Avoid starting with the "when" unless it is the most important aspect of the story.    Don't cheer-lead for your school.Don't say "when asked" before a quote; it inserts the reporter into the story, which you want to avoid.Many of your feature stories have opinion inserted in them. (BIG NONO!) Don't assume students feel a certain way.
	Writing_Editorial_Strengths: Opinion is evident early on in the editorial. Good final sentences.
	Writing_Editorial_Weaknesses: Lengthen your opinion pieces. Do research to back up your opinions. 
	Writing_EditProofing_Strengths: Length of paragraphs is appropriate. Use of quotes is evident in every story.
	Writing_EditProofing_Weaknesses: Put attribution at the end of quotes. Instead of Joe Smith said "blah blah," put "blah blah," Joe Smith said.   Avoid the word "got" or any variation of it. There almost always is a better, more descriptive word to use. 
	Writing_CapHead_Strengths: Headlines run the length of the story.
	Writing_CapHead_Weaknesses: Not all headlines have a subject and verb. Be sure that you have both, otherwise it is a heading or title, not a headline. Or, use your headings as a kicker into a larger headline.Avoid using cliché's in sports headlines. (example: "Making a splash.") Avoid using names in headlines, unless it is someone very well known. Instead, use a descriptor.Do not use school name or SM in your headlines. It is unnecessary.  Make sure every photo has a caption.Try for two sentences in your captions. Captions should add more the the photo, not just be an obvious description.
	Score_Writing: 500
	MarkReason_Writing: 
	PhotoArt_Content_Strengths: Images are sharp.
	PhotoArt_Content_Weaknesses: Avoid posed photos. When writing a feature, use a photo of your subject doing something, not just standing against a wall.Avoid Google images, especially for easy cartoons/graphics that could be done originally by a staff member.Have a staffer take photos of things around your city, instead of using Google images. It looks lazy.
	PhotoArt_Technical_Strengths: 
	PhotoArt_Technical_Weaknesses: Many photos are obviously staged. Avoid this at all costs. Try using unique angles in your shots.
	PhotoArt_Infographic_Strengths: 
	PhotoArt_Infographic_Weaknesses: 
	PhotoArt_EdToon_Strengths: 
	PhotoArt_EdToon_Weaknesses: No Google images!Editorial cartoons should show a side on an issue, like an editorial.  Sometimes, they can even stand alone if they are strong enough.   Like photos, they should tell a story within themselves, not just look like space filler.
	PhotoArt_Graphics_Strengths: 
	PhotoArt_Graphics_Weaknesses: Don't use odd shapes for photo framing unless there is a specific purpose.Some text on some charts are hard to read.
	PhotoArt_ColumnHead_Strengths: 
	PhotoArt_ColumnHead_Weaknesses: Consider using staff photos with your column bylines. This helps break up text-heavy pages.
	PhotoArt_StoryArt_Strengths: 
	PhotoArt_StoryArt_Weaknesses: Avoid Google images! Try to have a visual (photo, graphic, chart) for every story.
	Score_PhotoArt: 250
	MarkReason_PhotoArt: 
	Layout_PageOne_Strengths: Interesting concept of the paper looking like a tabloid with the big photo, but opening up to a broadsheet!
	Layout_PageOne_Weaknesses: Tell where your readers can find the front story on page one.  (Example: see inside, page 6).Use more white space - Issue 4 cover was powerful.
	Layout_Inside_Strengths: Good use of different modular designs.
	Layout_Inside_Weaknesses: Have a dominant element on every page.Avoid too many boxes.
	Layout_Special_Strengths: Center pages are visually appealing.
	Layout_Special_Weaknesses: Avoid cursive fonts.
	Layout_Opinion_Strengths: Effort to put visual with each story.
	Layout_Opinion_Weaknesses: Don't layout pull quotes length of the columns, it separates the story into two parts and is confusing to your reader's eye. Try not to put two graphics right next to each other.
	Layout_PhEssay_Strengths: 
	Layout_PhEssay_Weaknesses: 
	Layout_Advertising_Strengths: Few ads, which is a start. 
	Layout_Advertising_Weaknesses: Try to get businesses to sign semester long or yearlong contracts. Try designing ads for the customer before going in to sell. This way, they do not have to create the ad, and it shows effort.
	Layout_Type_Strengths: Bylines are consistent and spacing is consistent.
	Layout_Type_Weaknesses: Vary headline size to show importance of each story in relation to another.Do not use the following in headlines: exclamation points, question marks or the & sign.  Use a comma instead of &.Make sure headlines tell what the story is about. Many are very vague.
	Score_Layout: 400
	MarkReason_Layout: 
	Leadership_OpEd_Strengths: Consistency from issue to issue. Your readers know what to expect and the fact that you published more issues this year is great! Evidence of appreciation for school is seen throughout each issue.Stories are the work of students and not plagiarized from other publications.
	Leadership_OpEd_Weaknesses: Not sure why you chose "Penultimate" as a section heading...most of your readers will not know what this word means, therefore confusing them about the stories that are in that section.
	Leadership_SchCoverage_Strengths: Covering all areas of the school is shown. Having section editors helps widen your coverage.
	Leadership_SchCoverage_Weaknesses: Try having reporters write for each section, thus covering more events.
	Leadership_NonSchCoverage_Strengths: Good attempt to cover national events. They show research.
	Leadership_NonSchCoverage_Weaknesses: Cover more community issues than national issues, as they will be more likely to give you first person interviews, rather than just research.
	Leadership_Standards_Strengths: Adherence to copyright standards. Effort to cover all types of students and faculty.
	Leadership_Standards_Weaknesses: Study up on AP style writing and rules. Make sure all photos are given attribution.
	Score_Leadership: 375
	MarkReason_Leadership: 
	Score_SW_Writing: 50
	Score_SW_Editing: 47.5
	Score_SW_Photo: 
	Score_SW_ArtGraphics: 50
	Score_SW_Layout: 50
	Score_SW_Production: 50
	Score_SW_Total: 247.5
	JudgeSummary: I did not transfer 50 points for photography because half of the photos were Google images. This paper seems like an up-and-coming paper that will be eligible for local, state and national awards in the very near future. The knowledge of layout and writing is there, just need to sharpen up. It is obvious that you have deadlines and a structure that is followed for each issue. This is the hardest thing to establish, but now that your publication has such expectations, the sky is the limit, so to speak!
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	Data_Publication: Pony Express
	Data_School: San Marin High School
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	Data_SchType: Senior High


